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Abstract

The Mid-latitude All-sky-imaging Network for Geophysical Observations (MANGO) employs a combination of two powerful

optical techniques used to observe the dynamics of Earth’s upper atmosphere: wide-field imaging and high-resolution spectral

interferometry. Both techniques observe the naturally occurring airglow emissions produced in the upper atmosphere at 630.0-

and 557.7-nm wavelengths. Instruments are deployed to sites across the continental United States, providing the capability

to make measurements spanning mid to sub-auroral latitudes. The current instrument suite in MANGO has five all-sky

imagers observing the 630.0-nm emission (integrated between ˜250-400 km altitude), four all-sky imagers observing the 557.7-

nm emission (integrated between ˜97-100 km altitude), and three Fabry-Perot interferometers measuring neutral winds and

temperature using both these wavelengths. The deployment of additional imagers is planned. The network makes unprecedented

observations of the nighttime thermosphere-ionosphere dynamics with the expanded field-of-view provided by the distributed

network of instruments. This paper describes the network, the instruments, the data products, and first results from this effort.
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Abstract17

The Mid-latitude All-sky-imaging Network for Geophysical Observations (MANGO) em-18

ploys a combination of two powerful optical techniques used to observe the dynamics of19

Earth’s upper atmosphere: wide-field imaging and high-resolution spectral interferom-20

etry. Both techniques observe the naturally occurring airglow emissions produced in the21

upper atmosphere at 630.0- and 557.7-nm wavelengths. Instruments are deployed to sites22

across the continental United States, providing the capability to make measurements span-23

ning mid to sub-auroral latitudes. The current instrument suite in MANGO has five all-24

sky imagers observing the 630.0-nm emission (integrated between 250-400 km altitude),25

four all-sky imagers observing the 557.7-nm emission (integrated between 97-100 km al-26

titude), and three Fabry-Perot interferometers measuring neutral winds and tempera-27

ture using both these wavelengths. The deployment of additional imagers is planned. The28

network makes unprecedented observations of the nighttime thermosphere-ionosphere29

dynamics with the expanded field-of-view provided by the distributed network of instru-30

ments. This paper describes the network, the instruments, the data products, and first31

results from this effort.32

1 Introduction33

The Earth’s ionosphere serves as an interaction region between plasma and neu-34

tral dynamics. The lower atmosphere drives wave processes that transfer energy and mo-35

mentum to the ionosphere. The magnetosphere in turn drives high-energy events dur-36

ing geomagnetically active times, producing global changes in the ionospheric compo-37

sition and drift. The National Research Council Decadal Survey [2012] noted that these38

coupling processes at varying scales in space and time are still poorly understood as they39

involve a host of multiscale dynamics. As a result, a key science challenge of this decade40

is to “determine the dynamics and coupling of Earth’s magnetosphere, ionosphere, and41

atmosphere and their response to solar and terrestrial inputs.”42

Progress in addressing this challenge has traditionally been difficult due to the com-43

plexity of coupled multi-scale processes and the vastness of the geospace system. While44

the global whole-atmosphere models have been able to represent the variability of this45

coupled system in a statistical sense, the ability to reproduce or validate the instanta-46

neous or small-scale dynamics is missing, due to unavailability of key measurements of47

geophysical parameters characterizing plasma and neutral dynamics at various scales.48

Much about the neutral dynamics has been learned by measuring atomic oxygen as it49

is a dominant species in the thermosphere. However, historically the measurements have50

been conducted by stand-alone instruments and the large-scale system dynamics are not51

captured.52

For decades, measurements of low-brightness nightglow emissions resulting from53

dissociative recombination of molecular oxygen have been carried out from stand-alone54

locations [e.g., Taylor (1997); Mendillo et al. (1997); Garcia et al. (2000)]. While these55

initiatives gave us insights into the brighter and more commonly observed phenomena56

(e.g., aurorally generated large-scale travelling ionospheric disturbances [LSTIDs] – e.g.,57

Kubota et al. (2001); southwestward propagating medium-scale TIDs [MSTIDs] – e.g.,58

Martinis et al. (2010), the limited fields-of-view hampered our ability to understand the59

generation, propagation, and dissipation conditions needed by these traveling structures.60

In recent years, the geospace community has realized the usefulness of distributed61

arrays of identical instruments for making multi-scale measurements across vast geographic62

scales [e.g., THEMIS: Mende et al. (2007); GPS TEC network: Tsugawa et al. (2007);63

All-sky imaging and TEC: Lyons et al. (2019); SuperDARN: Nishitani et al. (2019)]. Op-64

tical instruments like all-sky imagers (ASIs) and Fabry-Perot interferometers (FPIs) that65

observe emissions and thereby dynamics from a specific altitude region play a critical66

role in addressing the coupling question. The ionosphere-thermosphere (IT) system is67
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driven by energy and momentum transfer, and atomic oxygen density variations imposed,68

from both the magnetosphere and the lower atmosphere. In general, these have been treated69

as independent from each other, yet the interactions between all the components can of-70

ten lead to emergent behavior. At high latitudes, active periods see a complex set of changes71

involving particle precipitation and electric fields, which makes it very difficult to dis-72

tinguish these two drivers. The mid-latitudes provide an ideal environment for under-73

standing the impact of lower atmospheric forcing on the IT system because this region74

is usually less disturbed by geomagnetic activity than higher latitudes allowing obser-75

vations of airglow in the absence of complicating auroral dynamics.76

At mid-latitudes, the MANGO network was established with a goal to broaden the77

FOV of 630.0-nm (red-line) airglow observations to cover several latitude/longitude sec-78

tors and enable identification of potential sources of mid-latitude medium and large-scale79

waves. The measurements from over three years of MANGO’s operations suggest the fol-80

lowing: 1. The structures/waves in the mid-latitude O(1D) 630.0-nm airglow are observed81

to be propagating in multiple directions in addition to the widely reported southwestward-82

propagating MSTIDs that match with GPS TEC variations; 2. Waves/structures from83

high-latitude drivers and those likely generated from lower atmospheric sources inter-84

act at mid-latitudes, resulting in emergent behavior.85

However, these initial MANGO results did not include knowledge of an underly-86

ing thermospheric state that is critical to determine the vertical wavelength and that af-87

fects the upward propagation of gravity waves. As a result, while we have gained new88

understanding of dynamic plasma structuring in the mid-latitudes during geomagnet-89

ically quiet and active conditions, and have educated speculation about sources of ob-90

served disturbances (Lyons et al., 2019), we know little about the enabling circumstances91

for propagation of these disturbances/waves.92

Thermospheric wind and neutral temperature observations have been conducted93

for many decades from individual ground-based FPIs. This historical database has pro-94

vided excellent information on the temporal evolution of the winds at a single location,95

which has informed climatological models such as the Horizontal Wind Model (Drob et96

al., 2015). Recently, FPIs and other wind-measuring instruments have been deployed in97

networks, allowing for the study of meso- and small-scale structures in the thermospheric98

wind field [e.g., Navarro and Fejer (2019), Makela et al. (2012), Harding et al. (2015)]99

Starting in 2021, MANGO underwent a second phase of expansion. Here, we re-100

port on initial results from the expanded MANGO network, which now includes four FPIs101

in addition to thirteen imaging systems, operating as a single coordinated distributed102

array. After describing the network, instruments, and data products, we present key first103

results that demonstrate the strengths of the combined imaging and FPI observations104

in studying the dynamics of this region of the upper atmosphere.105

2 The Network106

The MANGO network began with seven red-line cameras with the field-of-view cov-107

ering the majority of the continental United States. The red-line network was constructed108

between 2014 and 2016. The red-line network was able to reveal the latitudinal and lon-109

gitudinal extent of medium- to large-scale TIDs and SAR arcs, as well as the intermix-110

ing of influences from magnetospheric sources and lower atmospheric drivers in mid-latitude111

ionosphere. These insights were possible due to the contiguous field-of-view provided by112

the red-line network. The red-line network regularly observed propagating waves con-113

nected to convective activity in the lower atmosphere. One of the primary sources of the114

convective activity was determined to be the Gulf of Mexico. However, the thermospheric115

conditions that made it possible for the convective activity to influence the ionospheric116

F-region were a complete unknown due to a lack of coincident measurements. To shed117
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Figure 1. The current configuration of the MANGO network. Two of the sites in the western

US have green line imagers and FPIs, while one site in Christmas Valley, Oregon has both red

and green line imagers along with an FPI. The list of the sites is given in Table 1.

light on behavior of the lower thermosphere, we decided to augment the red-line network118

with a network of green-line imagers in addition to Fabry-Perot Interferometers observ-119

ing both red and green line emissions. The completed network will ultimately have nine120

green-line imagers primarily in the western United States and eight red-line imagers. In-121

stallation of imagers in the US west/southwest leverages the relatively low-humidity re-122

gions with darker skies and enables observing the influence from the Gulf of Mexico.123

3 Instruments124

This section describes the two key instruments in the expanded MANGO network:125

the all-sky imagers (ASIs) and the Fabry-Perot Interferometers (FPIs).126
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Figure 2. Current and historical sites in the MANGO network.
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3.1 All-Sky Imagers127

The MANGO all-sky imagers (ASIs) are based on the classic imager design used128

by geospace scientists for decades. The design is largely influenced by Mende et al. (1977)129

that was subsequently used in the THEMIS imagers and imagers built by the Boston130

University and deployed around the world [e.g., Martinis et al. (2003)]. The typical ASIs131

have been built as standalone systems with highly sensitive, actively cooled CCDs and132

often with multiple filters in a filter wheel. These systems have traditionally been ex-133

pensive enough to only consider a standalone installation. The MANGO imager was de-134

signed with the idea of creating a monochromatic imaging network, and therefore has135

replaced all the custom-built parts required for multi-spectral imaging with commercial136

off-the-shelf components paired with an amateur astronomy camera, thus lowering the137

cost of each imager by a factor of 15 to 20. The first MANGO imager was calibrated (for138

integration time and the field-of-view) against the Boston University imager operating139

at the McDonald Observatory in Texas, USA. The results were used to set the exposure140

time for the red-line imager initially at 5 minutes.141

The MANGO imager (Figure 3) has a fish-eye lens at the entrance aperture, fol-142

lowed by a double convex lens that nearly parallelizes the rays to go through the filter.143

The meniscus and the reimaging lens focus the rays on a 3/4-inch CCD used in Atik 414EX144

monochrome cameras. The filter for red-line is centered at 630.3nm with 2nm bandwidth,145

and for green-line is centered at 557.7nm with 1.6nm bandwidth. The narrow bandwidth146

helps with rejecting out-of-band emissions.147

Most of the MANGO imagers are installed as autonomously operating stand-alone148

systems on rooftops of astronomical observatories and private homes. The rooftop in-149

stallation utilizes non-penetrating roof-mounts that are secured to the roof with cinder150

blocks. The enclosure for the camera in dry, less-humid places has vents to enable air-151

flow and temperature/humidity equivalence with the ambient atmosphere. This concept152

and enclosure design were first created in 2014 and have been used in subsequent enclo-153

sure designs for the MANGO systems. The three red-line imagers in high-humidity sites154

in North Carolina (PAR), Kansas (MDK), and Mississippi (FRC) have sealed enclosures155

with desiccant inside, but struggle with condensation during precipitation periods. The156

three green-line and one red-line imagers co-located with the FPIs (BLO, LOW, CVO)157

are internally roof-mounted with domes in the trailers. The red and green-line imagers158

at the CFS site in Utah are also roof-mounted in a building with domes.159

There are some limitations of the MANGO systems: the imager assembly does not160

include a shutter, which means that dark background images are not acquired regularly161

and therefore are not part of the background subtraction. Since the CCD is always open162

to the light (though not powered), it accelerates degradation of the CCD. Any pixel degra-163

dation is not caught by the processing software due to the inability to background sub-164

tract every night. While this somewhat degrades the quality of the images the longer the165

camera is in the field, the camera itself is relatively inexpensive and easy to replace af-166

ter a few years. Another limitation of the system with sealed enclosures is frequent con-167

densation during winter months due to the temperature differential between outside and168

inside the enclosure. This problem often appears in the MANGO systems in eastern states169

(PAR, MDK) and those that are mounted with the trailer in somewhat humid regions170

(LOW, CVO).171

3.2 Fabry-Perot Interferometers172

Three imaging Fabry-Perot interferometers (FPIs) have been built and deployed173

to provide measurements of the neutral gas temperature and velocity (wind) at two al-174

titudes in the mesosphere and thermosphere. This is accomplished by making high spec-175

tral resolution measurements of the 557.7- and 630.0-nm emissions, respectively. Each176

instrument is based on the successful MiniME design that has been deployed in Peru [e.g.,177
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Figure 3. The MANGO imager schematic that images rays from 180o field-of-view on to a

3/4-inch CCD through a series of lenses and the filter.
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Meriwether et al. (2008)], Brazil [e.g., Makela et al. (2013)], North America [e.g., Makela178

(2012), Harding et al. (2019)], Morocco [e.g., Fisher et al. (2015), Malki et al. (2018),179

Loutfi et al. (2020)], Ethiopia [e.g., Tesema et al. (2017)], and South Africa [e.g., Ojo et180

al. (2022); Katamzi-Joseph et al. (2022)]. The simple, robust design is intended to ac-181

commodate long-term deployments with little need for on-site user intervention, mak-182

ing it an ideal companion to the MANGO imaging system.183

Each system consists of a Sky-Scanner dual-axis mirror system, a filterwheel host-184

ing two narrowband interference filters, a fixed-gap etalon, a reimaging lens, and a deep-185

cooled CCD, as shown in Figure 4. The Sky-Scanner was manufactured by KeoScien-186

tific and allows the field-of-view of the instrument to be steered to arbitrary locations187

in the sky, as needed to make wind estimates in the zonal and meridional directions. Con-188

trol software is used to command the Sky-Scanner through user-defined sequences. The189

filterwheel was designed to accommodate up to four individually tiltable 86-mm diam-190

eter filters which are used to select the emissions of interest. The filter selection is con-191

trolled via a RaspberryPi, allowing the interleaving of measurements of the 557.7- and192

630.0-nm emissions throughout the night. Bandwidths of 0.8 nm and 0.7 nm (full-width193

at half-max) are used to allow sufficient isolation of the 557.7- and 630.0-nm emissions,194

respectively, while still maintaining adequate signal intensity. The filter transmission is195

55%. The narrower filter for the red-line filter is used to partially suppress the 629.8-nm196

contaminating OH emission. The fixed gap etalons, manufactured by IC Optical Sys-197

tems, LTD, have an aperture of 70 mm, and a plate separation of 12.806 mm maintained198

by Zerodur spacers. The plates are coated to provide a 90% ± 4% (77% ± 1%) reflec-199

tivity at 557.7 nm (630.0 nm). The gap size of 12.806 mm was selected over the previously-200

used separation of 15.0 mm after an analysis of the potential for OH contamination, which201

in previous instrumentation was observed to pose a challenge to the analysis of the 630.0-202

nm emission during periods of low intensity. Finally, a reimaging lens with focal length203

of 300 mm focuses the incident light onto an iKon-M 934 CCD with 1024×1024 pixels204

which can be cooled down to −70◦ C to minimize the effects of dark noise on the resul-205

tant images.206

4 Data207

This section describes data from both imagers and FPIs with details on data ac-208

quisition, transport and processing.209

4.1 Imaging data210

Image data are retrieved from the field sites using an automated data transport211

process. Once raw image files from remote sites arrive at the MANGO server, they must212

be processed to produce data suitable for scientific analysis. Raw images are stored as213

hdf5 files, each containing a single 2D array representing one camera image and accom-214

panying metadata (i.e., site information, exposure time, image size, and camera param-215

eters). Quick-look movies for each night are created from raw data after applying con-216

trast adjustment and appropriate rotation angle.217

Full-night processed data are provided in hdf5 files that each contain an image ar-218

ray which consists of all rotated, unwarped, contrast-adjusted images from a single night219

as well as time arrays for each image, coordinate arrays for each pixel, and various cam-220

era relevant parameters such as the CCD temperature. The rotation and unwarping pro-221

cedures are very similar to those described in Garcia et al. (1997). First, a rotation and222

translation is applied to the image such that the camera field-of-view is centered with223

north upwards. Then a lens function is used to determine the correct elevation angle of224

each pixel. The lens function accounts for distortion due to the fish-eye lenses used by225

the imagers. The corrected elevation and azimuth angle can then be used to project the226

unwarped image to the assumed airglow altitude and calculate the geographic coordi-227
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Figure 4. Schematic of the MiniME FPI system.

nates of each pixel. The rotation and translation coordinates, as well as the lens func-228

tion coefficients can be found in advance by identifying stars with known positions in a229

cloud-free image and performing a nonlinear least squares fit to these parameters with230

the stars pixel locations. Figure 5 shows example unwarped images from the MANGO231

red line imagers.232

4.2 FPI data233

Custom software controls each FPI system and enables the observation of both the234

557.7- and 630.0-nm emissions in arbitrary directions. It also allows for reference obser-235

vations made to the zenith and towards a calibration chamber illuminated by a frequency-236

stabilized HeNe laser, which is used to account for instrument drift due to thermal fluc-237

tuations in the system. During typical operations, observations of both emissions are made238

between sunset and sunrise in the four cardinal directions and interleaved with obser-239

vations towards zenith and the laser. Integration times are modified throughout the night240

to account for variations in the emission intensity, allowing shorter integration times in241

the beginning of the night when intensities tend to be brighter and longer integration242

times as the night progresses. A 30-second integration time minimum and 10-minute in-243

tegration time maximum is enforced, but otherwise the integration time is dynamically244

modified so as to keep the expected measurement uncertainties around 5-10 m/s and 20-245

25 K. The distribution of integration times and uncertainties are shown for the first year246

of operations of the LOW FPI in Figure 6.247

After being transferred from the remote sites, each night of data is automatically248

processed using a suite of Python routines as described in Makela et al. (2011) and Harding249

et al. (2014). This software transforms the two-dimensional interference pattern to a one-250

dimensional fringe pattern. Using data obtained by observing the frequency-stabilized251

–9–
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Figure 5. Example data from individual red line imagers from MANGO. Each example shows

airglow depletions traveling in various directions.
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Figure 6. Statistics of measurements made of the neutral wind obtained by observing the

630.0-nm emission from LOW. (top) Number of observations in 15-minute bins of local time for

a given integration time. Note more observations are made early in the evening with shorter

integration times when the emission tends to be brighter. As the emission becomes dimmer

throughout the night, the integration times increase. (middle) Number of observations in 15-

minute bins of local time with a given wind uncertainty. (bottom) Same as the middle plot but

for the estimated temperature uncertainty. Note that the uncertainties remain approximately

constant throughout the night due to the use of the dynamic integration time settings.

–11–
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HeNe laser, the instrument function parameters are then used in a non-linear regression252

of the one-dimensional fringe patterns obtained from looking at the sky, resulting in es-253

timates of mesosphere/thermospheric winds and temperatures as well as statistical un-254

certainties in those estimates. Data are automatically transferred to the Madrigal database255

each day.256

5 Key first results257

5.1 Spatial correlations of lower and upper thermospheric wind258

One of the primary goals of the MANGO FPI deployments was to establish longer259

baselines than in previous FPI networks such as the North American Thermosphere Iono-260

sphere Observing Network (NATION) (Makela et al., 2014). A previous study by (Harding261

et al., 2019) used the NATION FPIs during 2013 to evaluate the the red-line thermo-262

spheric wind and quantify its similarity between nearby sites. That study decomposed263

the wind from each site into two parts: the “climate,” the 60-day UT-dependent mean,264

and the “weather,” the residual from that mean. Pairs of sites (baselines of 300–800 km)265

were compared and cross-correlated. It was found that the cross-correlation of the weather266

dropped quickly with baseline distance, reaching ∼0.4 at 800 km. From that study it was267

impossible to determine the decorrelation distance (the baseline at which the cross-correlation268

drops to e−1), but extrapolating the trend suggested a value of about 1,000 km.269

In this section, we extend the analysis of (Harding et al., 2019) in two ways: to the270

longer baselines spanned by the MANGO FPIs (750–2,700 km, when combined with the271

long-running FPI at UAO), and to the lower thermospheric (green-line) wind. We use272

available data at the time of writing for which all four FPI sites were operational, span-273

ning 13 months (1 Dec 2021 to 31 Dec 2022) and follow the analysis process described274

by (Harding et al., 2019). Briefly, the line-of-sight winds from each instrument are col-275

lected into 30-minute bins, and the average zonal wind, meridional wind, and Doppler276

offset are computed in the least-squares sense, assuming the average vertical wind is zero.277

Only geomagnetically quiet periods are analyzed; timestamps are omitted if the max-278

imum Kp in the previous 24 hours was greater than 3.0. This step removes about half279

of the data. Quality control is performed according to Section 3.2 of (Harding et al., 2019)280

except for two details: (1) the temperature threshold was reduced from 150 K to 50 K281

for the green-line analysis to account for the normally colder temperatures in the lower282

thermosphere, and (2) the cloud detector threshold (i.e., the value of the infrared sky283

temperature minus the ambient temperature above which it is considered cloudy) was284

raised from -22◦C to -12◦C because for an unknown reason the cloud detector at some285

sites often gives readings above -22◦C even when it is clear. All other quality control steps286

are identical to (Harding et al., 2019) (e.g., OH contamination mitigation, removal of bad287

fits, and identification of large background emission such as moonlight).288

Figure 7 shows wind data for 60 days surrounding 19 May 2022 at the LOW site,289

a representative example. Red-line (top left) and green-line (top right) data are analyzed290

separately. Individual nights of data are shown in thin red or green lines, and the 60-291

day mean is shown in a thick red or green line. Here only the zonal wind component is292

shown. The mean is compared to the prediction by the empirical Horizontal Wind Model293

2014 (Drob et al., 2015) (thick black line). The data and model compare reasonably well294

in the mean sense, although in the red line, some higher-order tidal features seem to be295

more apparent in the data than in the model, which has been observed before (e.g., Ojo296

et al., 2022).297

A striking feature is the variability about the mean behavior, i.e., the weather, the298

magnitude of which is commensurate with the magnitude of climactic variations. The299

bottom panels of Figure 7 show the difference between the daily data and the 60-day mean.300

We define this component as the weather, which is further analyzed as in Harding et al.301
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Figure 7. Example FPI zonal wind data from the LOW site for 60 days centered 19 May

2022. Red-line winds (∼250 km altitude) are on the left and green-line winds (∼98 km altitude)

are on the right. Top panels show individual nights of data (thin red/green lines) with the 60-day

UT-dependent mean (thick red/green lines) and HWM14 (thick black line). Bottom panels show

the “weather” component, the residual from the 60-day mean.

(2019). By eye, this variation appears random – not related to slow seasonal changes or302

long-period planetary wave forcing, but rather highly variable from one day to the next,303

in both the lower and upper thermosphere. This is perhaps related to the irregular or304

“stochastic” component of variability discussed by Liu (2016).305

To perform a preliminary analysis of this variability, we compute its spatial cor-306

relation in Figure 8. For each pair of FPIs, the cross-correlation of the weather is com-307

puted for the red line (left panel) and green line (right panel). More baselines are avail-308

able for the red-line because the UAO FPI (which only has a red-line filter) can be used.309

Analogous results from the NATION FPIs (taken from Figure 4 of Harding et al. (2019))310

are shown as white circles and squares (red-line only).311

In the red line, the MANGO spatial correlations are mostly consistent with the re-312

sults from NATION, especially for the meridional winds (circles), with correlations near313

0.4 at baselines of 750 km. The MANGO zonal wind correlations at ∼750 km span 0.4–314

0.75, while the NATION correlations were 0.4–0.5.315

Overall, the red-line correlations from MANGO are higher than would be predicted316

from a simple extrapolation of the NATION results. There are multiple possibilities for317

this. This might be physical: A sharp drop in the correlation function from 0 to ∼1,000318

km is consistent with variability introduced by gravity waves, while the flattening of the319

correlation function at longer baselines is consistent with variability introduced by large-320

scale features such as tides and planetary waves. Other possibilities include sampling and321

data artifacts. For example, NATION data were taken in the solar maximum of 2013,322

while MANGO data shown here are from 2021, rising out of solar minimum. In solar max-323

imum, one expects more aurorally generated GWs, and in solar minimum one expects324

greater vertical penetration of tides from the lower atmosphere. NATION baselines were325
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Figure 8. Cross-correlations of the weather between all pairs of FPIs in MANGO (red/green

symbols) for both the zonal (u, red squares) and meridional (v, red circles) wind. Analogous

results from NATION data from Harding et al. (2019) are also shown (white symbols).

in the eastern US, while the MANGO baselines span western-central US. Gravity wave326

activity from orographic and convective forcing may be different in these locations. North-327

south and east-west baselines may show different behavior due to orientation of GWs328

and/or latitudinal dependence of tides. However, no obvious dependence on spatial ori-329

entation was found to resolve the discrepancies shown. Another possible factor is that330

each correlation is computed using a slightly different set of dates, since the set of dates331

when all sites are clear and operating is insufficient for good statistics. Finally, quality332

control issues (e.g., cloud detection) are a possible contributing factor. Ongoing work333

is investigating the utility of the co-located MANGO imagers for improved automatic334

cloud detection. These are just a few possibilities which will be investigated in future335

work. Many of these issues could be mitigated with a longer-term, larger, identically op-336

erated and processed network of FPIs.337

Regarding the green-line results (Figure 8, right panel), the 750–1,250-km corre-338

lations are 0.5–0.7. Our initial expectation was that green-line correlations would be larger339

than red-line correlations. By visual inspection, individual nights of green-line wind data340

are usually smoother temporally than red-line data, suggesting a dominance of long-period341

waves likes tides, which have long correlation lengths. Furthermore, aurorally generated342

gravity waves do not penetrate down to the green-line layer (95-100 km), while they can343

dominate at the red-line layer (250 km), and many of the tides in the mesosphere and344

lower thermosphere do not penetrate to the upper thermosphere. Nevertheless, the MANGO345

data indicate that green-line decorrelation is not significantly different than red-line decor-346

relation over spatial scales of 750–1,250 km. Comparisons to first-principles models ca-347

pable of capturing day-to-day variability from the lower atmosphere (e.g., WACCM-X,348

GAIA, WAM-IPE) will be able to provide further insight.349

5.2 Simultaneous observations of green-line gravity waves and winds350

An example MANGO network mosaic image of the green-line emission obtained351

on May 25, 2022 is shown in Figure 9. The mosaics are created by first temporally fil-352

tering the imaging data from each site using a 13-tap finite impulse response (FIR) fil-353

ter with a low cutoff period of 2 minutes and high cutoff period of 20 minutes. On this354

night, green-line data from four sites (CVO, BLO, CFS, and LOW) are available. The355

images are then projected onto an assumed emission layer of 95 km. At each time, the356

green-line neutral winds obtained from the collocated FPI systems at the CVO and BLO357

sites are found and plotted as a vector (the LOW FPI experienced technical difficulties358

on this night and did not collect data). The plots to the right show the time history of359
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Figure 9. Example MANGO network mosaic image obtained at 0700 UT on May 25, 2022.

(left) images of the green-line emission obtained from four MANGO sites. The green arrows show

the measured green-line neutral winds. (right) Cardinal components of the neutral winds mea-

sured from the two sites shown as vectors in the left plot. The vertical line indicates the time

shown in the image to the left. A full animation of the results on this night is provided in the

supplemental material.

the neutral winds, broken out into the (top) northward and (bottom) eastward compo-360

nents. The vertical red line on these plots indicates the time corresponding to the im-361

ages in the left panel. Although the altitude of the green-line layer is uncertain, the re-362

trieved wind and wave signatures are derived from the same emission, and thus arise from363

the same altitude and subject to the same vertical averaging.364

In this particular example, a variety of wave structures are seen over the western365

United States. Encouragingly, the wave fronts seen in the northern half of the LOW im-366

ager and the southern half of the CFS imager are coherent at the boundaries between367

the two imagers, indicating that both the temporal filtering and spatial projection steps368

are capturing the same wave features from the two different sites. This is apparent in369

the animation of all of the images, which is provided in the supplemental material. The370

animation clearly shows the propagation of the waves towards the northwest on this night371

and their coherence as they pass through the fields-of-view of each imaging system.372

It is interesting to note that the wave features are propagating against the back-373

ground neutral wind, consistent with wave filtering theory which indicates that atmo-374

spheric gravity waves will dissipate into the background fluid when propagating in the375

same direction and speed as the background fluid [e.g., Cowling et al. (1971). On this376

night, the sustained wave activity propagating against the background neutral wind in-377

dicates that the wave energy could penetrate upwards and dissipate at a higher altitude.378

Visual inspection of multiple nights suggests that the wind and wave field can be379

much more variable than the example presented. Future work will study the relation-380

ship between the wave propagation characteristics (i.e., orientation and speed) in rela-381

tion to the variable neutral wind. Additionally, a filtering technique, based on the work382

presented in Grawe and Makela (2017), will be employed to quantitatively study the ori-383

entation, wavelength, and velocity of the waves observed in the green-line images.384
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5.3 Geomagnetic storm impact on red-line airglow385

The red-line cameras in the MANGO network extend from sub-auroral to mid-latitudes.386

During geomagnetically active conditions, many sub-auroral imagers observe diffuse au-387

rora along with sub-auroral red (SAR), STEVE Martinis et al. (2021), imagers at all lat-388

itudes observe Large-Scale TIDs (LSTIDs) Lyons et al. (2019), and imagers at low-latitudes389

have observed enhanced airglow associated with storm-time density enhancement. Here390

we describe one geomagnetically active event that had significant impact at all latitudes391

observed by the MANGO red-line imagers.392

A slow-moving coronal mass ejection (CME) from the sun arrived at earth at 1500393

UT on May 27, 2017, which sparked a Kp=7 storm on May 28. As the imagers came on-394

line starting in the east coast starting 0400 UT, we see southwestward moving features395

commonly associated with electrified TIDs (Shiokawa et al., 2003). However, the same396

features start changing the tilt and become east-west aligned around 0730 UT, with ap-397

pearance of diffuse aurora in the imagers in Kansas and Montana and enhanced airglow398

in the imagers in Utah and California. The electron density and field-aligned currents399

data from SWARM satellite show that the mid-latitude trough was at 40oN latitude dur-400

ing this time with significantly enhanced densities at equatorial and low/mid latitudes,401

effectively squeezing the mid-latitudes. Figure 10 shows this transition. Jonah et al. (2018)402

examined this event using the GNSS TEC dataset and mainly found the TIDs of var-403

ious types. However, the data presented here shows the event to be more complex in na-404

ture. We present this example here to show that complex events require integration of405

multiple types of observations to understand the underlying physics, and that compre-406

hensive data analysis studies are now possible with the large MANGO dataset.407

5.4 Other phenomena Observed in MANGO data408

Apart from the more readily explainable phenomena like gravity waves/TIDs from409

various sources, aurora, SAR arcs, the MANGO network also observes interesting phe-410

nomena, which require in-depth analysis. These include secondary waves from the Hunga411

Tonga volcanic eruption Inchin et al. (2023), STEVE Martinis et al. (2021), and a few412

phenomena shown in Figure 11. Specifically, the red-line imagers have observed airglow413

depletion appearing as thin ‘fingers’ that advect without changing shape or developing414

along the length of the depletion. Similarly ‘swirling’ airglow enhancement has also been415

observed. Another unexplained, but regularly occurring phenomenon is poleward mov-416

ing gravity waves/TIDs during geomagnetically active conditions. The phenomena out-417

lined here are examples that require separate investigations.418

6 Summary and future plans419

In this paper, we have described the MANGO network of red and green line im-420

agers and FPIs that are deployed in the continental United States to observe nightime421

airglow emissions in OI 557.7-nm and OI 630.0-nm wavelengths and derive properties422

of observed waves and winds. The completed network will have 7 red-line and 9 green-423

line imagers plus 4 FPIs measuring both red and green line winds. The imager data along424

with combined green line images and winds movies from this network are continuously425

streaming and being made available in near-real time (< 24 hours delay) through a web-426

interface at mangonetwork.org. The goal of the NSF DASI program was to establish427

such a network of distributed instruments that can operate with low maintenance and428

continually produce data for both geospace science and space weather needs. The MANGO429

deployment has realized this capability for thermospheric winds and waves, and oper-430

ations will continue provided availability of funds for its modest operating and mainte-431

nance costs.432
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Figure 10. The MANGO red line mosaic image obtained on 2017-05-28 at 0635-0636 UTC

showing bright aurora in northern imagers, east-west spanning airglow depletion in four southern

imagers and bright airglow enhancement south of the depletion in the two westernmost imagers

(HCO and CFS sites).
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Figure 11. Some examples of interesting phenomena observed requiring further investigations

are a) frozen finger-like airglow depletions expanding north to south and propagating westward

b) poleward propagating waves during geomagnetic activity c) dynamic SAR arc with variable

brightness d) colocated STEVE and SAR arc e) southward propagating brightness blobs during

strong geomagnetic activity, and f) footprints of equatorial plasma bubbles observed along with

SAR arc during extreme geomagnetic activity.

7 Open Research433

Software for both the data transport system that retrieves data from the MANGO434

images and the processing pipeline are available at https://github.com/mangonetwork.435

All raw data processing code is written in Python and publicly available as open source436

software under GNU GPLv3 (https://github.com/mangonetwork/raw-image-processing).437

These are all licensed under GNU General Public License v3.0. Raw MANGO imaging438

data are available at https://data.mangonetwork.org/data/transport/mango/archive/.439

QuickLook movies are available online for viewing from https://mangonetwork.org.440

Processed FPI data (winds, emission rates, uncertainties, quality flags, etc.) are publicly441

available from the Madrigal database (http://cedar.openmadrigal.org/)442
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Abstract17

The Mid-latitude All-sky-imaging Network for Geophysical Observations (MANGO) em-18

ploys a combination of two powerful optical techniques used to observe the dynamics of19

Earth’s upper atmosphere: wide-field imaging and high-resolution spectral interferom-20

etry. Both techniques observe the naturally occurring airglow emissions produced in the21

upper atmosphere at 630.0- and 557.7-nm wavelengths. Instruments are deployed to sites22

across the continental United States, providing the capability to make measurements span-23

ning mid to sub-auroral latitudes. The current instrument suite in MANGO has five all-24

sky imagers observing the 630.0-nm emission (integrated between 250-400 km altitude),25

four all-sky imagers observing the 557.7-nm emission (integrated between 97-100 km al-26

titude), and three Fabry-Perot interferometers measuring neutral winds and tempera-27

ture using both these wavelengths. The deployment of additional imagers is planned. The28

network makes unprecedented observations of the nighttime thermosphere-ionosphere29

dynamics with the expanded field-of-view provided by the distributed network of instru-30

ments. This paper describes the network, the instruments, the data products, and first31

results from this effort.32

1 Introduction33

The Earth’s ionosphere serves as an interaction region between plasma and neu-34

tral dynamics. The lower atmosphere drives wave processes that transfer energy and mo-35

mentum to the ionosphere. The magnetosphere in turn drives high-energy events dur-36

ing geomagnetically active times, producing global changes in the ionospheric compo-37

sition and drift. The National Research Council Decadal Survey [2012] noted that these38

coupling processes at varying scales in space and time are still poorly understood as they39

involve a host of multiscale dynamics. As a result, a key science challenge of this decade40

is to “determine the dynamics and coupling of Earth’s magnetosphere, ionosphere, and41

atmosphere and their response to solar and terrestrial inputs.”42

Progress in addressing this challenge has traditionally been difficult due to the com-43

plexity of coupled multi-scale processes and the vastness of the geospace system. While44

the global whole-atmosphere models have been able to represent the variability of this45

coupled system in a statistical sense, the ability to reproduce or validate the instanta-46

neous or small-scale dynamics is missing, due to unavailability of key measurements of47

geophysical parameters characterizing plasma and neutral dynamics at various scales.48

Much about the neutral dynamics has been learned by measuring atomic oxygen as it49

is a dominant species in the thermosphere. However, historically the measurements have50

been conducted by stand-alone instruments and the large-scale system dynamics are not51

captured.52

For decades, measurements of low-brightness nightglow emissions resulting from53

dissociative recombination of molecular oxygen have been carried out from stand-alone54

locations [e.g., Taylor (1997); Mendillo et al. (1997); Garcia et al. (2000)]. While these55

initiatives gave us insights into the brighter and more commonly observed phenomena56

(e.g., aurorally generated large-scale travelling ionospheric disturbances [LSTIDs] – e.g.,57

Kubota et al. (2001); southwestward propagating medium-scale TIDs [MSTIDs] – e.g.,58

Martinis et al. (2010), the limited fields-of-view hampered our ability to understand the59

generation, propagation, and dissipation conditions needed by these traveling structures.60

In recent years, the geospace community has realized the usefulness of distributed61

arrays of identical instruments for making multi-scale measurements across vast geographic62

scales [e.g., THEMIS: Mende et al. (2007); GPS TEC network: Tsugawa et al. (2007);63

All-sky imaging and TEC: Lyons et al. (2019); SuperDARN: Nishitani et al. (2019)]. Op-64

tical instruments like all-sky imagers (ASIs) and Fabry-Perot interferometers (FPIs) that65

observe emissions and thereby dynamics from a specific altitude region play a critical66

role in addressing the coupling question. The ionosphere-thermosphere (IT) system is67
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driven by energy and momentum transfer, and atomic oxygen density variations imposed,68

from both the magnetosphere and the lower atmosphere. In general, these have been treated69

as independent from each other, yet the interactions between all the components can of-70

ten lead to emergent behavior. At high latitudes, active periods see a complex set of changes71

involving particle precipitation and electric fields, which makes it very difficult to dis-72

tinguish these two drivers. The mid-latitudes provide an ideal environment for under-73

standing the impact of lower atmospheric forcing on the IT system because this region74

is usually less disturbed by geomagnetic activity than higher latitudes allowing obser-75

vations of airglow in the absence of complicating auroral dynamics.76

At mid-latitudes, the MANGO network was established with a goal to broaden the77

FOV of 630.0-nm (red-line) airglow observations to cover several latitude/longitude sec-78

tors and enable identification of potential sources of mid-latitude medium and large-scale79

waves. The measurements from over three years of MANGO’s operations suggest the fol-80

lowing: 1. The structures/waves in the mid-latitude O(1D) 630.0-nm airglow are observed81

to be propagating in multiple directions in addition to the widely reported southwestward-82

propagating MSTIDs that match with GPS TEC variations; 2. Waves/structures from83

high-latitude drivers and those likely generated from lower atmospheric sources inter-84

act at mid-latitudes, resulting in emergent behavior.85

However, these initial MANGO results did not include knowledge of an underly-86

ing thermospheric state that is critical to determine the vertical wavelength and that af-87

fects the upward propagation of gravity waves. As a result, while we have gained new88

understanding of dynamic plasma structuring in the mid-latitudes during geomagnet-89

ically quiet and active conditions, and have educated speculation about sources of ob-90

served disturbances (Lyons et al., 2019), we know little about the enabling circumstances91

for propagation of these disturbances/waves.92

Thermospheric wind and neutral temperature observations have been conducted93

for many decades from individual ground-based FPIs. This historical database has pro-94

vided excellent information on the temporal evolution of the winds at a single location,95

which has informed climatological models such as the Horizontal Wind Model (Drob et96

al., 2015). Recently, FPIs and other wind-measuring instruments have been deployed in97

networks, allowing for the study of meso- and small-scale structures in the thermospheric98

wind field [e.g., Navarro and Fejer (2019), Makela et al. (2012), Harding et al. (2015)]99

Starting in 2021, MANGO underwent a second phase of expansion. Here, we re-100

port on initial results from the expanded MANGO network, which now includes four FPIs101

in addition to thirteen imaging systems, operating as a single coordinated distributed102

array. After describing the network, instruments, and data products, we present key first103

results that demonstrate the strengths of the combined imaging and FPI observations104

in studying the dynamics of this region of the upper atmosphere.105

2 The Network106

The MANGO network began with seven red-line cameras with the field-of-view cov-107

ering the majority of the continental United States. The red-line network was constructed108

between 2014 and 2016. The red-line network was able to reveal the latitudinal and lon-109

gitudinal extent of medium- to large-scale TIDs and SAR arcs, as well as the intermix-110

ing of influences from magnetospheric sources and lower atmospheric drivers in mid-latitude111

ionosphere. These insights were possible due to the contiguous field-of-view provided by112

the red-line network. The red-line network regularly observed propagating waves con-113

nected to convective activity in the lower atmosphere. One of the primary sources of the114

convective activity was determined to be the Gulf of Mexico. However, the thermospheric115

conditions that made it possible for the convective activity to influence the ionospheric116

F-region were a complete unknown due to a lack of coincident measurements. To shed117
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Figure 1. The current configuration of the MANGO network. Two of the sites in the western

US have green line imagers and FPIs, while one site in Christmas Valley, Oregon has both red

and green line imagers along with an FPI. The list of the sites is given in Table 1.

light on behavior of the lower thermosphere, we decided to augment the red-line network118

with a network of green-line imagers in addition to Fabry-Perot Interferometers observ-119

ing both red and green line emissions. The completed network will ultimately have nine120

green-line imagers primarily in the western United States and eight red-line imagers. In-121

stallation of imagers in the US west/southwest leverages the relatively low-humidity re-122

gions with darker skies and enables observing the influence from the Gulf of Mexico.123

3 Instruments124

This section describes the two key instruments in the expanded MANGO network:125

the all-sky imagers (ASIs) and the Fabry-Perot Interferometers (FPIs).126
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Figure 2. Current and historical sites in the MANGO network.
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3.1 All-Sky Imagers127

The MANGO all-sky imagers (ASIs) are based on the classic imager design used128

by geospace scientists for decades. The design is largely influenced by Mende et al. (1977)129

that was subsequently used in the THEMIS imagers and imagers built by the Boston130

University and deployed around the world [e.g., Martinis et al. (2003)]. The typical ASIs131

have been built as standalone systems with highly sensitive, actively cooled CCDs and132

often with multiple filters in a filter wheel. These systems have traditionally been ex-133

pensive enough to only consider a standalone installation. The MANGO imager was de-134

signed with the idea of creating a monochromatic imaging network, and therefore has135

replaced all the custom-built parts required for multi-spectral imaging with commercial136

off-the-shelf components paired with an amateur astronomy camera, thus lowering the137

cost of each imager by a factor of 15 to 20. The first MANGO imager was calibrated (for138

integration time and the field-of-view) against the Boston University imager operating139

at the McDonald Observatory in Texas, USA. The results were used to set the exposure140

time for the red-line imager initially at 5 minutes.141

The MANGO imager (Figure 3) has a fish-eye lens at the entrance aperture, fol-142

lowed by a double convex lens that nearly parallelizes the rays to go through the filter.143

The meniscus and the reimaging lens focus the rays on a 3/4-inch CCD used in Atik 414EX144

monochrome cameras. The filter for red-line is centered at 630.3nm with 2nm bandwidth,145

and for green-line is centered at 557.7nm with 1.6nm bandwidth. The narrow bandwidth146

helps with rejecting out-of-band emissions.147

Most of the MANGO imagers are installed as autonomously operating stand-alone148

systems on rooftops of astronomical observatories and private homes. The rooftop in-149

stallation utilizes non-penetrating roof-mounts that are secured to the roof with cinder150

blocks. The enclosure for the camera in dry, less-humid places has vents to enable air-151

flow and temperature/humidity equivalence with the ambient atmosphere. This concept152

and enclosure design were first created in 2014 and have been used in subsequent enclo-153

sure designs for the MANGO systems. The three red-line imagers in high-humidity sites154

in North Carolina (PAR), Kansas (MDK), and Mississippi (FRC) have sealed enclosures155

with desiccant inside, but struggle with condensation during precipitation periods. The156

three green-line and one red-line imagers co-located with the FPIs (BLO, LOW, CVO)157

are internally roof-mounted with domes in the trailers. The red and green-line imagers158

at the CFS site in Utah are also roof-mounted in a building with domes.159

There are some limitations of the MANGO systems: the imager assembly does not160

include a shutter, which means that dark background images are not acquired regularly161

and therefore are not part of the background subtraction. Since the CCD is always open162

to the light (though not powered), it accelerates degradation of the CCD. Any pixel degra-163

dation is not caught by the processing software due to the inability to background sub-164

tract every night. While this somewhat degrades the quality of the images the longer the165

camera is in the field, the camera itself is relatively inexpensive and easy to replace af-166

ter a few years. Another limitation of the system with sealed enclosures is frequent con-167

densation during winter months due to the temperature differential between outside and168

inside the enclosure. This problem often appears in the MANGO systems in eastern states169

(PAR, MDK) and those that are mounted with the trailer in somewhat humid regions170

(LOW, CVO).171

3.2 Fabry-Perot Interferometers172

Three imaging Fabry-Perot interferometers (FPIs) have been built and deployed173

to provide measurements of the neutral gas temperature and velocity (wind) at two al-174

titudes in the mesosphere and thermosphere. This is accomplished by making high spec-175

tral resolution measurements of the 557.7- and 630.0-nm emissions, respectively. Each176

instrument is based on the successful MiniME design that has been deployed in Peru [e.g.,177
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Figure 3. The MANGO imager schematic that images rays from 180o field-of-view on to a

3/4-inch CCD through a series of lenses and the filter.
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Meriwether et al. (2008)], Brazil [e.g., Makela et al. (2013)], North America [e.g., Makela178

(2012), Harding et al. (2019)], Morocco [e.g., Fisher et al. (2015), Malki et al. (2018),179

Loutfi et al. (2020)], Ethiopia [e.g., Tesema et al. (2017)], and South Africa [e.g., Ojo et180

al. (2022); Katamzi-Joseph et al. (2022)]. The simple, robust design is intended to ac-181

commodate long-term deployments with little need for on-site user intervention, mak-182

ing it an ideal companion to the MANGO imaging system.183

Each system consists of a Sky-Scanner dual-axis mirror system, a filterwheel host-184

ing two narrowband interference filters, a fixed-gap etalon, a reimaging lens, and a deep-185

cooled CCD, as shown in Figure 4. The Sky-Scanner was manufactured by KeoScien-186

tific and allows the field-of-view of the instrument to be steered to arbitrary locations187

in the sky, as needed to make wind estimates in the zonal and meridional directions. Con-188

trol software is used to command the Sky-Scanner through user-defined sequences. The189

filterwheel was designed to accommodate up to four individually tiltable 86-mm diam-190

eter filters which are used to select the emissions of interest. The filter selection is con-191

trolled via a RaspberryPi, allowing the interleaving of measurements of the 557.7- and192

630.0-nm emissions throughout the night. Bandwidths of 0.8 nm and 0.7 nm (full-width193

at half-max) are used to allow sufficient isolation of the 557.7- and 630.0-nm emissions,194

respectively, while still maintaining adequate signal intensity. The filter transmission is195

55%. The narrower filter for the red-line filter is used to partially suppress the 629.8-nm196

contaminating OH emission. The fixed gap etalons, manufactured by IC Optical Sys-197

tems, LTD, have an aperture of 70 mm, and a plate separation of 12.806 mm maintained198

by Zerodur spacers. The plates are coated to provide a 90% ± 4% (77% ± 1%) reflec-199

tivity at 557.7 nm (630.0 nm). The gap size of 12.806 mm was selected over the previously-200

used separation of 15.0 mm after an analysis of the potential for OH contamination, which201

in previous instrumentation was observed to pose a challenge to the analysis of the 630.0-202

nm emission during periods of low intensity. Finally, a reimaging lens with focal length203

of 300 mm focuses the incident light onto an iKon-M 934 CCD with 1024×1024 pixels204

which can be cooled down to −70◦ C to minimize the effects of dark noise on the resul-205

tant images.206

4 Data207

This section describes data from both imagers and FPIs with details on data ac-208

quisition, transport and processing.209

4.1 Imaging data210

Image data are retrieved from the field sites using an automated data transport211

process. Once raw image files from remote sites arrive at the MANGO server, they must212

be processed to produce data suitable for scientific analysis. Raw images are stored as213

hdf5 files, each containing a single 2D array representing one camera image and accom-214

panying metadata (i.e., site information, exposure time, image size, and camera param-215

eters). Quick-look movies for each night are created from raw data after applying con-216

trast adjustment and appropriate rotation angle.217

Full-night processed data are provided in hdf5 files that each contain an image ar-218

ray which consists of all rotated, unwarped, contrast-adjusted images from a single night219

as well as time arrays for each image, coordinate arrays for each pixel, and various cam-220

era relevant parameters such as the CCD temperature. The rotation and unwarping pro-221

cedures are very similar to those described in Garcia et al. (1997). First, a rotation and222

translation is applied to the image such that the camera field-of-view is centered with223

north upwards. Then a lens function is used to determine the correct elevation angle of224

each pixel. The lens function accounts for distortion due to the fish-eye lenses used by225

the imagers. The corrected elevation and azimuth angle can then be used to project the226

unwarped image to the assumed airglow altitude and calculate the geographic coordi-227
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Figure 4. Schematic of the MiniME FPI system.

nates of each pixel. The rotation and translation coordinates, as well as the lens func-228

tion coefficients can be found in advance by identifying stars with known positions in a229

cloud-free image and performing a nonlinear least squares fit to these parameters with230

the stars pixel locations. Figure 5 shows example unwarped images from the MANGO231

red line imagers.232

4.2 FPI data233

Custom software controls each FPI system and enables the observation of both the234

557.7- and 630.0-nm emissions in arbitrary directions. It also allows for reference obser-235

vations made to the zenith and towards a calibration chamber illuminated by a frequency-236

stabilized HeNe laser, which is used to account for instrument drift due to thermal fluc-237

tuations in the system. During typical operations, observations of both emissions are made238

between sunset and sunrise in the four cardinal directions and interleaved with obser-239

vations towards zenith and the laser. Integration times are modified throughout the night240

to account for variations in the emission intensity, allowing shorter integration times in241

the beginning of the night when intensities tend to be brighter and longer integration242

times as the night progresses. A 30-second integration time minimum and 10-minute in-243

tegration time maximum is enforced, but otherwise the integration time is dynamically244

modified so as to keep the expected measurement uncertainties around 5-10 m/s and 20-245

25 K. The distribution of integration times and uncertainties are shown for the first year246

of operations of the LOW FPI in Figure 6.247

After being transferred from the remote sites, each night of data is automatically248

processed using a suite of Python routines as described in Makela et al. (2011) and Harding249

et al. (2014). This software transforms the two-dimensional interference pattern to a one-250

dimensional fringe pattern. Using data obtained by observing the frequency-stabilized251
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Figure 5. Example data from individual red line imagers from MANGO. Each example shows

airglow depletions traveling in various directions.
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Figure 6. Statistics of measurements made of the neutral wind obtained by observing the

630.0-nm emission from LOW. (top) Number of observations in 15-minute bins of local time for

a given integration time. Note more observations are made early in the evening with shorter

integration times when the emission tends to be brighter. As the emission becomes dimmer

throughout the night, the integration times increase. (middle) Number of observations in 15-

minute bins of local time with a given wind uncertainty. (bottom) Same as the middle plot but

for the estimated temperature uncertainty. Note that the uncertainties remain approximately

constant throughout the night due to the use of the dynamic integration time settings.
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HeNe laser, the instrument function parameters are then used in a non-linear regression252

of the one-dimensional fringe patterns obtained from looking at the sky, resulting in es-253

timates of mesosphere/thermospheric winds and temperatures as well as statistical un-254

certainties in those estimates. Data are automatically transferred to the Madrigal database255

each day.256

5 Key first results257

5.1 Spatial correlations of lower and upper thermospheric wind258

One of the primary goals of the MANGO FPI deployments was to establish longer259

baselines than in previous FPI networks such as the North American Thermosphere Iono-260

sphere Observing Network (NATION) (Makela et al., 2014). A previous study by (Harding261

et al., 2019) used the NATION FPIs during 2013 to evaluate the the red-line thermo-262

spheric wind and quantify its similarity between nearby sites. That study decomposed263

the wind from each site into two parts: the “climate,” the 60-day UT-dependent mean,264

and the “weather,” the residual from that mean. Pairs of sites (baselines of 300–800 km)265

were compared and cross-correlated. It was found that the cross-correlation of the weather266

dropped quickly with baseline distance, reaching ∼0.4 at 800 km. From that study it was267

impossible to determine the decorrelation distance (the baseline at which the cross-correlation268

drops to e−1), but extrapolating the trend suggested a value of about 1,000 km.269

In this section, we extend the analysis of (Harding et al., 2019) in two ways: to the270

longer baselines spanned by the MANGO FPIs (750–2,700 km, when combined with the271

long-running FPI at UAO), and to the lower thermospheric (green-line) wind. We use272

available data at the time of writing for which all four FPI sites were operational, span-273

ning 13 months (1 Dec 2021 to 31 Dec 2022) and follow the analysis process described274

by (Harding et al., 2019). Briefly, the line-of-sight winds from each instrument are col-275

lected into 30-minute bins, and the average zonal wind, meridional wind, and Doppler276

offset are computed in the least-squares sense, assuming the average vertical wind is zero.277

Only geomagnetically quiet periods are analyzed; timestamps are omitted if the max-278

imum Kp in the previous 24 hours was greater than 3.0. This step removes about half279

of the data. Quality control is performed according to Section 3.2 of (Harding et al., 2019)280

except for two details: (1) the temperature threshold was reduced from 150 K to 50 K281

for the green-line analysis to account for the normally colder temperatures in the lower282

thermosphere, and (2) the cloud detector threshold (i.e., the value of the infrared sky283

temperature minus the ambient temperature above which it is considered cloudy) was284

raised from -22◦C to -12◦C because for an unknown reason the cloud detector at some285

sites often gives readings above -22◦C even when it is clear. All other quality control steps286

are identical to (Harding et al., 2019) (e.g., OH contamination mitigation, removal of bad287

fits, and identification of large background emission such as moonlight).288

Figure 7 shows wind data for 60 days surrounding 19 May 2022 at the LOW site,289

a representative example. Red-line (top left) and green-line (top right) data are analyzed290

separately. Individual nights of data are shown in thin red or green lines, and the 60-291

day mean is shown in a thick red or green line. Here only the zonal wind component is292

shown. The mean is compared to the prediction by the empirical Horizontal Wind Model293

2014 (Drob et al., 2015) (thick black line). The data and model compare reasonably well294

in the mean sense, although in the red line, some higher-order tidal features seem to be295

more apparent in the data than in the model, which has been observed before (e.g., Ojo296

et al., 2022).297

A striking feature is the variability about the mean behavior, i.e., the weather, the298

magnitude of which is commensurate with the magnitude of climactic variations. The299

bottom panels of Figure 7 show the difference between the daily data and the 60-day mean.300

We define this component as the weather, which is further analyzed as in Harding et al.301
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Figure 7. Example FPI zonal wind data from the LOW site for 60 days centered 19 May

2022. Red-line winds (∼250 km altitude) are on the left and green-line winds (∼98 km altitude)

are on the right. Top panels show individual nights of data (thin red/green lines) with the 60-day

UT-dependent mean (thick red/green lines) and HWM14 (thick black line). Bottom panels show

the “weather” component, the residual from the 60-day mean.

(2019). By eye, this variation appears random – not related to slow seasonal changes or302

long-period planetary wave forcing, but rather highly variable from one day to the next,303

in both the lower and upper thermosphere. This is perhaps related to the irregular or304

“stochastic” component of variability discussed by Liu (2016).305

To perform a preliminary analysis of this variability, we compute its spatial cor-306

relation in Figure 8. For each pair of FPIs, the cross-correlation of the weather is com-307

puted for the red line (left panel) and green line (right panel). More baselines are avail-308

able for the red-line because the UAO FPI (which only has a red-line filter) can be used.309

Analogous results from the NATION FPIs (taken from Figure 4 of Harding et al. (2019))310

are shown as white circles and squares (red-line only).311

In the red line, the MANGO spatial correlations are mostly consistent with the re-312

sults from NATION, especially for the meridional winds (circles), with correlations near313

0.4 at baselines of 750 km. The MANGO zonal wind correlations at ∼750 km span 0.4–314

0.75, while the NATION correlations were 0.4–0.5.315

Overall, the red-line correlations from MANGO are higher than would be predicted316

from a simple extrapolation of the NATION results. There are multiple possibilities for317

this. This might be physical: A sharp drop in the correlation function from 0 to ∼1,000318

km is consistent with variability introduced by gravity waves, while the flattening of the319

correlation function at longer baselines is consistent with variability introduced by large-320

scale features such as tides and planetary waves. Other possibilities include sampling and321

data artifacts. For example, NATION data were taken in the solar maximum of 2013,322

while MANGO data shown here are from 2021, rising out of solar minimum. In solar max-323

imum, one expects more aurorally generated GWs, and in solar minimum one expects324

greater vertical penetration of tides from the lower atmosphere. NATION baselines were325
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Figure 8. Cross-correlations of the weather between all pairs of FPIs in MANGO (red/green

symbols) for both the zonal (u, red squares) and meridional (v, red circles) wind. Analogous

results from NATION data from Harding et al. (2019) are also shown (white symbols).

in the eastern US, while the MANGO baselines span western-central US. Gravity wave326

activity from orographic and convective forcing may be different in these locations. North-327

south and east-west baselines may show different behavior due to orientation of GWs328

and/or latitudinal dependence of tides. However, no obvious dependence on spatial ori-329

entation was found to resolve the discrepancies shown. Another possible factor is that330

each correlation is computed using a slightly different set of dates, since the set of dates331

when all sites are clear and operating is insufficient for good statistics. Finally, quality332

control issues (e.g., cloud detection) are a possible contributing factor. Ongoing work333

is investigating the utility of the co-located MANGO imagers for improved automatic334

cloud detection. These are just a few possibilities which will be investigated in future335

work. Many of these issues could be mitigated with a longer-term, larger, identically op-336

erated and processed network of FPIs.337

Regarding the green-line results (Figure 8, right panel), the 750–1,250-km corre-338

lations are 0.5–0.7. Our initial expectation was that green-line correlations would be larger339

than red-line correlations. By visual inspection, individual nights of green-line wind data340

are usually smoother temporally than red-line data, suggesting a dominance of long-period341

waves likes tides, which have long correlation lengths. Furthermore, aurorally generated342

gravity waves do not penetrate down to the green-line layer (95-100 km), while they can343

dominate at the red-line layer (250 km), and many of the tides in the mesosphere and344

lower thermosphere do not penetrate to the upper thermosphere. Nevertheless, the MANGO345

data indicate that green-line decorrelation is not significantly different than red-line decor-346

relation over spatial scales of 750–1,250 km. Comparisons to first-principles models ca-347

pable of capturing day-to-day variability from the lower atmosphere (e.g., WACCM-X,348

GAIA, WAM-IPE) will be able to provide further insight.349

5.2 Simultaneous observations of green-line gravity waves and winds350

An example MANGO network mosaic image of the green-line emission obtained351

on May 25, 2022 is shown in Figure 9. The mosaics are created by first temporally fil-352

tering the imaging data from each site using a 13-tap finite impulse response (FIR) fil-353

ter with a low cutoff period of 2 minutes and high cutoff period of 20 minutes. On this354

night, green-line data from four sites (CVO, BLO, CFS, and LOW) are available. The355

images are then projected onto an assumed emission layer of 95 km. At each time, the356

green-line neutral winds obtained from the collocated FPI systems at the CVO and BLO357

sites are found and plotted as a vector (the LOW FPI experienced technical difficulties358

on this night and did not collect data). The plots to the right show the time history of359
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Figure 9. Example MANGO network mosaic image obtained at 0700 UT on May 25, 2022.

(left) images of the green-line emission obtained from four MANGO sites. The green arrows show

the measured green-line neutral winds. (right) Cardinal components of the neutral winds mea-

sured from the two sites shown as vectors in the left plot. The vertical line indicates the time

shown in the image to the left. A full animation of the results on this night is provided in the

supplemental material.

the neutral winds, broken out into the (top) northward and (bottom) eastward compo-360

nents. The vertical red line on these plots indicates the time corresponding to the im-361

ages in the left panel. Although the altitude of the green-line layer is uncertain, the re-362

trieved wind and wave signatures are derived from the same emission, and thus arise from363

the same altitude and subject to the same vertical averaging.364

In this particular example, a variety of wave structures are seen over the western365

United States. Encouragingly, the wave fronts seen in the northern half of the LOW im-366

ager and the southern half of the CFS imager are coherent at the boundaries between367

the two imagers, indicating that both the temporal filtering and spatial projection steps368

are capturing the same wave features from the two different sites. This is apparent in369

the animation of all of the images, which is provided in the supplemental material. The370

animation clearly shows the propagation of the waves towards the northwest on this night371

and their coherence as they pass through the fields-of-view of each imaging system.372

It is interesting to note that the wave features are propagating against the back-373

ground neutral wind, consistent with wave filtering theory which indicates that atmo-374

spheric gravity waves will dissipate into the background fluid when propagating in the375

same direction and speed as the background fluid [e.g., Cowling et al. (1971). On this376

night, the sustained wave activity propagating against the background neutral wind in-377

dicates that the wave energy could penetrate upwards and dissipate at a higher altitude.378

Visual inspection of multiple nights suggests that the wind and wave field can be379

much more variable than the example presented. Future work will study the relation-380

ship between the wave propagation characteristics (i.e., orientation and speed) in rela-381

tion to the variable neutral wind. Additionally, a filtering technique, based on the work382

presented in Grawe and Makela (2017), will be employed to quantitatively study the ori-383

entation, wavelength, and velocity of the waves observed in the green-line images.384
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5.3 Geomagnetic storm impact on red-line airglow385

The red-line cameras in the MANGO network extend from sub-auroral to mid-latitudes.386

During geomagnetically active conditions, many sub-auroral imagers observe diffuse au-387

rora along with sub-auroral red (SAR), STEVE Martinis et al. (2021), imagers at all lat-388

itudes observe Large-Scale TIDs (LSTIDs) Lyons et al. (2019), and imagers at low-latitudes389

have observed enhanced airglow associated with storm-time density enhancement. Here390

we describe one geomagnetically active event that had significant impact at all latitudes391

observed by the MANGO red-line imagers.392

A slow-moving coronal mass ejection (CME) from the sun arrived at earth at 1500393

UT on May 27, 2017, which sparked a Kp=7 storm on May 28. As the imagers came on-394

line starting in the east coast starting 0400 UT, we see southwestward moving features395

commonly associated with electrified TIDs (Shiokawa et al., 2003). However, the same396

features start changing the tilt and become east-west aligned around 0730 UT, with ap-397

pearance of diffuse aurora in the imagers in Kansas and Montana and enhanced airglow398

in the imagers in Utah and California. The electron density and field-aligned currents399

data from SWARM satellite show that the mid-latitude trough was at 40oN latitude dur-400

ing this time with significantly enhanced densities at equatorial and low/mid latitudes,401

effectively squeezing the mid-latitudes. Figure 10 shows this transition. Jonah et al. (2018)402

examined this event using the GNSS TEC dataset and mainly found the TIDs of var-403

ious types. However, the data presented here shows the event to be more complex in na-404

ture. We present this example here to show that complex events require integration of405

multiple types of observations to understand the underlying physics, and that compre-406

hensive data analysis studies are now possible with the large MANGO dataset.407

5.4 Other phenomena Observed in MANGO data408

Apart from the more readily explainable phenomena like gravity waves/TIDs from409

various sources, aurora, SAR arcs, the MANGO network also observes interesting phe-410

nomena, which require in-depth analysis. These include secondary waves from the Hunga411

Tonga volcanic eruption Inchin et al. (2023), STEVE Martinis et al. (2021), and a few412

phenomena shown in Figure 11. Specifically, the red-line imagers have observed airglow413

depletion appearing as thin ‘fingers’ that advect without changing shape or developing414

along the length of the depletion. Similarly ‘swirling’ airglow enhancement has also been415

observed. Another unexplained, but regularly occurring phenomenon is poleward mov-416

ing gravity waves/TIDs during geomagnetically active conditions. The phenomena out-417

lined here are examples that require separate investigations.418

6 Summary and future plans419

In this paper, we have described the MANGO network of red and green line im-420

agers and FPIs that are deployed in the continental United States to observe nightime421

airglow emissions in OI 557.7-nm and OI 630.0-nm wavelengths and derive properties422

of observed waves and winds. The completed network will have 7 red-line and 9 green-423

line imagers plus 4 FPIs measuring both red and green line winds. The imager data along424

with combined green line images and winds movies from this network are continuously425

streaming and being made available in near-real time (< 24 hours delay) through a web-426

interface at mangonetwork.org. The goal of the NSF DASI program was to establish427

such a network of distributed instruments that can operate with low maintenance and428

continually produce data for both geospace science and space weather needs. The MANGO429

deployment has realized this capability for thermospheric winds and waves, and oper-430

ations will continue provided availability of funds for its modest operating and mainte-431

nance costs.432
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Figure 10. The MANGO red line mosaic image obtained on 2017-05-28 at 0635-0636 UTC

showing bright aurora in northern imagers, east-west spanning airglow depletion in four southern

imagers and bright airglow enhancement south of the depletion in the two westernmost imagers

(HCO and CFS sites).
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Figure 11. Some examples of interesting phenomena observed requiring further investigations

are a) frozen finger-like airglow depletions expanding north to south and propagating westward

b) poleward propagating waves during geomagnetic activity c) dynamic SAR arc with variable

brightness d) colocated STEVE and SAR arc e) southward propagating brightness blobs during

strong geomagnetic activity, and f) footprints of equatorial plasma bubbles observed along with

SAR arc during extreme geomagnetic activity.

7 Open Research433

Software for both the data transport system that retrieves data from the MANGO434

images and the processing pipeline are available at https://github.com/mangonetwork.435

All raw data processing code is written in Python and publicly available as open source436

software under GNU GPLv3 (https://github.com/mangonetwork/raw-image-processing).437

These are all licensed under GNU General Public License v3.0. Raw MANGO imaging438

data are available at https://data.mangonetwork.org/data/transport/mango/archive/.439

QuickLook movies are available online for viewing from https://mangonetwork.org.440

Processed FPI data (winds, emission rates, uncertainties, quality flags, etc.) are publicly441

available from the Madrigal database (http://cedar.openmadrigal.org/)442
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